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Abstract 

This paper seeks to analyse the gameplay mechanics in two individual video games - Silent 

Hill 2, and Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice - with the intent of examining their underlying, 

allegorical narratives. While allegories and their characteristics have been studied plenty in 

the written format, this paper aims to answer whether an interactive medium can contribute 

to allegories in a way other media cannot. 

In the first section of the paper, a definition of allegory will be considered, with the aid of 

examples from film and literature. The following sections then deal with the two games in 

question, examining a number of their mechanics one by one. The final section, consisting of 

analysis and conclusion, will then determine whether or not a connection between player 

input and allegorical narrative have been reached, and whether or not this was 

accomplished in a way, unique to the video game medium. 
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Introduction 
“In the simplest terms, allegory says one thing and means another.”           

(Fletcher, 1964, p.2) 

 

Ever since the very first philosophers of the western world, allegory has been an effective               

tool for telling stories. 

Throughout history, we find allegory presented in fables, in mythology, and religion. Symbols             

from the old pagan world have been seen cross over into the Christian bible, and allegory                

has been used to describe the world, in a time when science could not. (Fletcher, 1964;                

Wittkower, 1977). 

An allegory is a narrative presented in an extended metaphor - a long string of symbols and                 

analogies - which serves to state an argument, and ever since the emergence of the literary                

form, it has kept the same characteristics: 

The author of an allegory has a concealed point or narrative they wish to tell, but they hide                  

said point within a fictional story, that the consumer then has to decode. Once they do, the                 

author’s message will become clear, and the extended metaphor serves to cement the point              

in the audience’s heads. 

In other words, allegorical stories have two layers to them: A concealed layer that contains               

the ultimate point of the narrative, and a fantastical surface level that the reader has to work                 

their way through, in order to uncover the point. 

Only by consuming the surface layer in its entirety, and analyse it, will the true meaning                

emerge. 

 

Plato’s Cave 

The allegorical tool of storytelling is perhaps most famously omnipresent in Dante’s Divine             

Comedy (Dante, Alighieri, 2013). 

Contemporary readers might be more familiar with its presence in C. S. Lewis’ series of               

novels, Narnia (Lewis, 2004), where British children escape from the first world war, by              

entering a mystical fantasy realm, or in Oscar Wilde’s work The Picture of Dorian Gray               

(1905), where a painted portrait magically absorbs the sins and wrongdoing of the dandy              

protagonist. 
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Plato famously presented an allegory in his work, The Republic (Book VII, approx. 380 BC),               

in which a group of prisoners are being held in a dark cave, only able to understand the                  

entirety of the world through shadows on a wall. One prisoner escapes and sees the world                

for the first time, yet his fellow prisoners reject his findings. 

This entire narrative, Plato states, is his personal experience of being an enlightened soul              

amongst illiterates. To exit the cave, and to see the sunlight, is to ascent into knowledge and                 

self-awareness. 

To understand this analogy, the reader must consider the metaphors and symbols used one              

by one, in order to piece together the larger narrative: 

 

● The dark cave represents the ignorance of society. 

● The shadows on the wall represent a warped vision of reality, which people will              

readily accept. 

● The pain, as the prisoner looks into the sunlight, represents the real existential pain              

that comes with intentional distance from society in search for knowledge. 

● The sunlight itself represents enlightenment. 

 

Without any of these metaphors, the argument the story is attempting to convey falls apart.               

The fate of the prisoner only makes philosophical sense, as long as every single clue does                

its part to add up to the overall narrative. 

 

Allegory as an optional narrative tool 

Despite the author of an allegory having an underlying agenda, authors such as Angus              

Fletcher (1964) persists that the discovery of the hidden storyline is not essential. 

 

“The whole point of allegory is that it does not need to be read              

exegetically; it often has a literal level that makes good enough sense            

all by itself. But somehow this literal surface suggests a peculiar           

doubleness of intention, and while it can, as it were, get along without             

interpretation, it becomes much richer and more interesting if given          

interpretation.” (Fletcher, 1964, p. 7) 
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Despite the reader being presented with the option to discover the true meaning of a story,                

Fletcher makes the point that if the reader is unable or unwilling, the story must still be                 

consistent and wholesome, even if the consumer never moves past the surface level. 

Plato’s Cave still makes sense as a coherent narrative, even if the underlying meaning is               

ignored. So does the Narnia book series, and so does The Picture of Dorian Gray. 

Furthermore, many readers might be perfectly contempt with only consuming the surface            

layer of a story, considering it an ample experience in itself. (Rusch, 2009) As a result, an                 

allegory is required to work, even if the underlying narrative is never discovered. 

 

So how does this relate to video games? 

Allegories have been presented plenty in modern entertainment, as a narrative tool to             

endear consumers with unexpected twists and turns. Not just in the written format, but also               

in audiovisual media, and acted out on stage. 

 

“There is no reason why allegory must always be narrated; it can be             

used in the drama, whether ancient(...), medieval(...),       

Renaissance(...) or modern.” (Fletcher, 1964, p. 4) 

 

In the world of cinema, allegory has appeared in works such as It Follows (2014), a film that                  

portrays a young girl, coming of age, and realising her own mortality. Now that she               

understands her impending demise, death is personified as a monster that tirelessly moves             

towards her with murderous intent. She can push the monster away and buy herself time,               

but the monster is guaranteed to catch up with her sooner or later; just like death, for all of                   

us. 

The film The Babadook (2014) deals with another materialisation of a monster, this time              

representing the shared trauma of a mother and son, after losing the boy’s father in a car                 

crash. The protagonists must face their repressed mourning and guilt face on, in order to               

move on with their lives. 

Video games have taken their own jab at the narrative mode, as they present players with                

hidden meanings to uncover, as they make their way through the interactive experiences. 

By looking at two different video games featuring allegory - Silent Hill 2 (Konami, 2001) and                

Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice (Ninja Theory, 2017) this paper will examine whether the player             

agency and the interactive mechanics of a game can contribute to the said narrative.              

Through game analysis, it will be determined whether or not the mechanics have been              
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designed in such a way, that the player can sense the underlying narrative through the               

interactivity and the player input. 

In other words: Do these two games manage to make the interactive aspect of the video                

game medium serve as an allegorical clue in itself? 

 

Doris C. Rusch has previously spoken about allegorical games (2009; 2017), and this paper              

operates within in the same vein as her writings. 

Unlike Rusch’ more narrative lens, however, this paper will take a player-centric approach,             

as it examines how well the gameplay itself manages to communicate the underlying             

narrative. 

 

Limitations and considerations of this paper 

Allegory as a narrative mode has been around since the middle ages, and yet has found                

itself being the centre of a debate between numerous scholars who are either blatantly for or                

against its presence in modern media. (Fletcher, 1964; Lewis, 1958; Joanna, 1985) 

This paper has consciously chosen not to take a stand in this debate and considers allegory                

a narrative tool that can be used by writers and designers for the sake of expressing their                 

narratives, and nothing more. 

 

It is also worth pointing out, that allegorical narratives are not limited to games with a                

psychological horror or suspense theme. Games outside of this genre include Minority Media             

Inc’s Papo And Yo (2012) and Atlus’ Catherine (2011) to mention a couple. 

However, for the sake of easier comparisons, games of a similar theme have been chosen. 
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Chapter 1: A fantastical world. 

An allegory must have two separate layers to it: A literal level that the consumer engages                

with directly, and an underlying narrative that the author only hints at over time. 

In Silent Hill 2, the game world the player is presented with, is the town of Silent Hill. The                   

protagonist, James Sunderland, is trapped within this town in an environment that keeps the              

player’s vision limited by dense fog and darkness. 

The entire underlying narrative, however, has to do with James coming to terms with the fact                

that he murdered his sick wife. 

 

“[S]pace in Silent Hill has a double function. On the one hand it             

provides the physical surface on which the moment-to-moment        

gameplay happens: spatial progression is game progression. On the         

other hand, space has a deeper metaphorical meaning.” (Rutsch,         

2009.) 

 

Rusch likens the progression in the game to two kinds of progression: Spacial game              

progression, and the therapeutic progress that James makes in terms of getting closer to the               

truth and acceptance of his own actions. Thus the game operates on two different levels: the                

physical level that the player engages with, and the psychological level behind the scenes. 

 

In Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice, the fantastical world manifests itself in the form of Norse              

mythology Helheim, which protagonist Senua must travel to in order to bring her deceased              

lover back to life. 

Senua herself is Celtic of origin, and the game’s antagonists - the Norsemen - are invaders                

of her home country. Therefore, the mythology they have brought with them seems alien and               

strange enough that it can be considered an entirely different universe to her. 

In this game, the underlying narrative once again deals with the death of a lover, and how                 

the protagonist is attempting to come to terms with their own guilt and loss. 
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Vessels for Allegory 

Both games utilise different methods to make sure that the metaphors can take place, and               

that the allegory can be communicated to the player in a way that seems playful and                

narratively sound. 

Silent Hill 2 uses the odd magic behind the town to shape the experience around James. 

This is shown, for instance, in the games’ level design, as the architecture of the town                

changes and become unnatural. Every corridor is narrow and windy, making the player feel              

trapped and claustrophobic as the camera never allows the player to see far ahead. 

This way, the game communicates James’ amnesia and his clouded mind, when it comes to               

the crimes he has committed. 

Rusch (2009) likewise compares the windy architecture and eternal sidetracking to how            

actual therapy usually happens. By never allowing a direct route to the next objective, but               

instead having the player navigate multiple seemingly irrelevant environments and solve           

supposedly random puzzles on the way, James is actively postponing facing the next             

challenge head-on. Instead he - and the player - stalls, sidetracks, and runs in circles. 

Another sign of the town’s psychotherapeutic nature is how roadblocks in the game will              

suddenly disappear with no logical explanation after a major confrontation or boss fight.             

Doors will unlock. Impassable rubble will vanish. 

Since James has now dealt with the current block in his mind, the town has no reason to                  

obstruct him any longer.  

 

Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice, does not use a set location or outside force as a vessel for                

telling the story; it uses Senua’s psychosis. 

As the player will come to realise, the world she has travelled to - or everything that happens                  

within it - is a fragment of her own mind. It is through her own elaborate fantasy-world of                  

suffering, that we are able to experience her pain surrounding her lover, Dillion’s, death. 

Despite Senua physically travelling from point A to B (Takahashi, 2017), every conflict             

seems imagined, and every obstacle and conflict within her journey reflects either parts of              

her mental health or strong emotions like guilt or mourning. 

In making Senua psychotic, the designers have created a game world where extended             

metaphors are possible in a physical sense. The gameplay mechanics the player tinker with              

likewise points to the world being a mere hallucination. 

For instance: Throughout the game, the player is tasked with finding Norse runes depicted in               

shadows or elsewhere in the environment. Seeing patterns and symbols that other people             
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do not, is a known side effect of psychosis (NHS, 2016; Takahashi, 2017), and this once                

again points to the fact that the game world is a place made up by Senua’s mind. 

This becomes especially apparent, as finding the runes will accomplish nonsensical things,            

such an unlocking a heavy door, or revealing new passages that were blocked beforehand.              

In a real world, seeing a symbol on a wall would never accomplish any physical outcome.                

However, since Senua is the master of her own world, this becomes possible. 

 

Portals to another world 

Hellblade opens the game with a cinematic scene showing Senua travelling on water and              

stepping foot in a new land. It becomes clear that the world is new and unusual, as the                  

voices in her head claim it to be dangerous and urge her to turn back. 

The proof of the world being magical comes when the severed head she carries with her                

starts to talk. The narrative shatters the natural laws of an ordinary world by allowing this,                

and thus signals to the player that something is amiss. 

This, however, is all shown in a cutscene, and could thus have been communicated equally               

in the medium of film. 

 

Silent Hill 2, on the other hand, goes about this journey in a more interactive, player-centric                

way. 

The absolute first thing the game has the player do is to manually run the painstakingly long                 

route from the parking lot seen in the intro sequence of the game, down to the town itself by                   

foot. This odd introduction easily takes the player 5 minutes of non-eventful traversal. 

Several times during this lengthy journey, the environment warns the character not to go:              

First in the form of ominous sounds of feral dogs emerging from the dense woods, then the                 

encounter with another character, Angela, who directly tells the protagonist that it is             

dangerous to go any further, and finally several warning signs posted on wire fence doors               

and barriers stating “Danger Keep Out”. 

And yet, James - and the player - proceeds. 

This long descent full of warning can be viewed as a metaphor for crossing into a separate                 

world. Exactly like the wardrobe in Narnia (Lewis, 2010), or the wall on platform 9 ¾ in the                  

Harry Potter book series (Rowling, 1997), James undergoes a physical change of scenery             

that transports him from the real world, into a world of fantasy. 

Rusch compares this descent to James moving further down into his own psyche (2009).  
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And indeed; as soon as James completes the journey and sets foot in the mythical town of                 

Silent Hill, the first unnatural enemy monster is encountered. 

 

While both of these games communicate in their opening sequences that the player is now               

in a world that is no longer normal, only one leaves the sequence to be experienced                

firsthand by the player. 

Perhaps, what Silent Hill manages to do, is to conceal the allegory in subtleness, as the                

player will not tend to analyse their actions in real time. It plants the seed to slowly take root                   

within the player, to be analysed retrospectively. As to where Hellblade calls on a much               

more direct narrative mode also seen in cinema, instantly making the player much more              

aware of the fantastical adventure afoot. 
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Chapter 2: Combat and Inner Conflict. 

Allegory played an essential role throughout the pagan culture, and medieval, religious            

society. This included mythological monsters; strange creatures that struck fear in the hearts             

of mankind. In medieval society, these monsters were considered the wrath of God             

embodied. (Wittkower, 1977). 

Modern media has seen a return of monsters. However, this new movement has a tendency               

for the monsters not to symbolise god or cosmic horror, but rather the wicked and abject of                 

ourselves. (Sharrett, 2014) 

This is also the case in Silent Hill 2 as the monsters the player faces are an embodiment of                   

James’ own wickedness. James has somehow found himself in a town that now shapes              

itself to replicate his inner, mental struggles. Demonic nurses replicate his sexual frustration,             

and deformed animate mannequins is a representation of what he secretly thought of his late               

wife. (Kirkland, 2015; Rusch 2009). 

A similar tendency is seen in Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice, as the monsters Senua face are               

symbols of her own grief, fears, impurities, or self-loathing. 

While the monsters’ visual character design has an immense significance for the allegory of              

the two games, and while their symbolism in regards to Silent Hill 2 has been studied in                 

many other publications (Kirkland, 2015; Rusch, 2009; Perron, 2012) these dramatic           

elements could once again have been expressed perfectly fine through cinema. 

The video game medium, however, is capable of an interactive experience that is outside              

films’ capabilities, and both games utilise this fact through Interactive combat and boss             

fights. 

 

Facing inner Demons in Silent Hill 2 

As James sidetracks and postpones getting to the next objective, the long levels will typically               

end in a major confrontation with a monster who, like the minor enemies in the game,                

represents a deeply repressed memory or cognitive construct in James’ mind that he will              

have to overcome. 

Through gameplay, this confrontation becomes painstakingly clear: Now that it is time for             

James to come to terms with himself, it is no longer an option for the player to escape or run                    

away - something that is always possible in the game otherwise. 
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Only after the player has defeated the monster, the game will reward the player with               

progressing to the actual objective James has been putting off for so long. The game world                

will open up and often become less hostile, leaving the player feeling accomplished. 

 

“[C]limactic boss battles suggests a therapeutic process whereby        

distressing memories take physical form, are confronted, and        

destroyed. The player participates in such processes, battling these         

inner demons on the protagonist’s behalf, vanquishing these        

manifestations of their guilt, trauma, and personal conflict.” (Kirkland,         

2015, p. 164) 

 

As James defeat the monsters one by one, his past is resolved. Unlike a narrative analysis                

of visuals or story, this mechanic lets the player partake directly in the actual purging of                

James’ demons. 

The player feels the same tension and the same fright as James does, and as James pulls                 

the trigger, so does the player. The outcome of the confrontation is entirely determined by               

the player input, and it is the player’s decisions and ability to survive that ensures whether or                 

not James is able to overcome the direct confrontation with his past. 

 

Battles, Metaphorical Deaths, and the Dark Rot in Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice 

The very first combat-situation the player encounters in Hellblade happens suddenly, without            

warning, and without any teaching of the mechanics or controls beforehand. It takes the              

player off guard, and provokes a feeling of helplessness and vulnerability; like the adventure              

is already way out of hand, before it has even begun. It makes the environment seem scary                 

and unpredictable and sets the tone as hostile and relentless for the rest of the game. 

Even when the player becomes aware of the controls, and learns to fight, the battles still                

seem eternal, as the number of enemies appearing is completely unpredictable. 

This provokes a feeling, that there is nothing that you, as a player, can do to stop what is                   

happening, and that the outcome of the fight is already determined. 

 

“[T]he final battle should feel a bit like a fever dream, like an endless              

nightmare.” - Tameem Antoniades, Lead Designer on Hellblade        

(Takahashi, 2017) 
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The size difference between the enemies and Senua makes her seem small. The fights reek               

of fighting against impossible odds. 

Furthermore, the way Senua fights is painful and full of despair: Tossing herself around,              

crying, growling, screaming. The amount of emotion displayed in the fighting signifies that             

these battles are more than just physical. 

 

Early in the game, Senua is killed in a battle, that is designed in a way that it cannot be won                     

by the player. After the battle, Senua approaches her own slain corpse on the ground, and                

yet, she is still alive. 

This is a metaphorical death. What is contemplated is the death of “self”, not physical death.                

As the voices in Senua’s head describe it: 

 

“Have you ever died before? It is a serious question. When the self             

shatters, you simply cease to be.” 

 

Unlike Silent Hill 2, which simply ends in a game over screen if the player fails, Hellblade                 

incorporates the player’s death into the story structure. For each death, the darkness in              

Senua grows, and the player is told that if this event is repeated enough times, the game will                  

end for good, and all game progress will be lost. While this can visually be seen on Senua’s                  

skin as the “Dark Rot”, the real significance of this mechanic lies within the pressure it places                 

on the player. 

The Dark Rot leaves the player with an almost desperate want to do good, and more                

importantly: A real fear of letting Senua die. It fuses together the fear Senua has for                

experiencing metaphorical, painful deaths over and over, with the player’s fear of losing their              

progress. 

As a result, as Senua cries with desperation and falls to the ground, the player is much more                  

likely to genuinely care. This mechanic makes the game feel real; as if the game poses real,                 

negative consequences and this supports the game narrative greatly, as Senua feels each             

metaphorical death being one step closer to losing Dillion, and herself, for good. Each time it                

happens, tensions rise, and even more is at risk than before. 
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Chapter 3: Allegorical Mechanics. 

In addition to the parallel mechanics and narrative tools that both games utilise, there are               

other mechanics unique to each game, that still has to do with expressing the underlying               

narrative. 

 

Hunted by Darkness 

The first mechanic the player will encounter in Hellblade is a small sequence in which Senua                

is haunted by “the Darkness”. This mechanic is encountered multiple times throughout the             

game, in slightly different variations. 

The voices yell in the player’s ear to run, and as the player does, the screen turns distorted                  

and the soundscape warps. If Senua stops for long enough, she will fall to the ground                

screaming, and the game will set back your progress as the Dark Rot on her arm grows. 

The mechanic of running from an unseen force imposes a feeling of vulnerability, as one               

single wrong move can result in Senua falling to the ground, screaming. 

 

A similar phenomenon is seen in Silent Hill 2, as James encounter the main monster,               

Pyramid Head, again and again throughout the game’s many levels. Pyramid Head is a              

metaphor for an executioner James deep down feels he deserves to face, and the game               

uses this monster-design to kickstart a cat-and-mouse chase, as James flees from the             

punishment he has ultimately brought on himself. 

This feeling of being chased is heightened by the soundscape presented within the game. It               

often features breathing and alien footsteps that does not belong to James or his              

companion, Maria. This happens, even when there are no other entities on the screen. 

The very humanoid noises bring up a sense of someone else being around, despite this               

someone never being directly featured on the screen. After a while, the soundscape begins              

triggering paranoia, as if the player is being watched or followed. 

As the noise appears, the player feels the eerie sense of panic, and there is an incredible                 

need to move on quickly and get away. 

While the soundscape has no direct consequence - as it does in Hellblade - the dramatic                

element of sound still firmly supports the underlying narrative. 
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The Sidekicks 

In a part of Silent Hill 2, the player is provided with a companion. The narrative stresses how                  

much she resembles James’ dead wife. James even states that “you [Maria] could be her               

twin!”. 

Maria will follow James as the player navigates the game world. And if the player happens to                 

bump into the companion character, she reacts violently with a surprised gasp and quite              

large movements of distress. 

The emotional response this provokes in the player is quite surprising: As you see this               

innocent woman who has asked for your protection react negatively, there is a sense of guilt                

and disappointment in James’ actions. This is not to be confused with Maria being a               

character of weak or victimised traits. On the contrary, she is designed with plenty of grit and                 

strength. 

It is very possible that the development team provided the player with an exact replica of                

James’ wife for the player to bond with since it not only provides the player with an emotional                  

connection to a character that will never make an actual appearance in the game but also                

warns the player ahead of time that James is indeed capable of hurting another person,               

whether intentional or not. 

For the player to feel the strength that lies behind James’ movements as he hurts someone                

else, becomes very important to the narrative conclusion, as the game draws to a close. 

Another important detail to note is that the player does have the option to kill Maria, but this                  

will end the game immediately. This likely has to do with James committing the horrible act                

of murder once again - this time not on his wife, but on an exact replica of her - and as a                      

result, the narrative would naturally cave in, as James realise what he is capable of ahead of                 

time, ultimately bringing his search for truth to an end. 

 

Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice also provides the game with a character relating to the             

protagonist, even though he never materialises as a fully fledged companion. 

Dillion represents what Senua believes is still good in her. He represents love and salvation. 

The game has the player chase Dillion around, as part of navigating the game world, but                

Senua is never quite able to catch up, and this causes the voices in her head to yell                  

self-loathing remarks at her. 

This situation - running towards a goal the player cannot reach - likely represents the guilt                

Senua feels, as she is chasing a memory she feels unworthy of. This is later confirmed, as                 
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she has to prove herself worthy of Dillion’s favour (made physical as the sword of Gramr) by                 

completing four challenges. 

Chasing him blindly may also signify her denial, as she keeps holding on to the thought of a                  

love that is already dead and gone. 

Thirdly, Dillion represents hope. As Senua moves towards Dillion and gets closer, she             

regains her strength, despite having been in bad shape beforehand. She goes from barely              

standing to running in no time, as the thought of her lover motivates her to get up. 

The hope is contagious for the player, as the protagonist can be felt getting stronger and                

stronger, and it feels like a second wind: Almost as if death - and the player’s defeat - has                   

been cheated. 

 

Being Guided through the Darkness 

In one of the warrior trials set by the imaginary Dillion, Senua is left completely blind. 

What is interesting about this sequence, in particular, is how the voices quiet down for the                

first time in the game. Instead, Senua is left with the voice of Dillion as the only thing to guide                    

her. 

All around her, there are horrible, pulsating monsters moving in the dark. Since Senua is               

completely blind, the player can assume that this is what she imagines the surrounding              

beings to look like, when they, in reality, could be something completely different. 

The words Dillion use to guide her are significant: “Leave it behind, and keep moving               

forward.” 

Listening to how Dillion speaks, it soon becomes clear that he is referring to something much                

deeper as he urges Senua to “let go” and to “leave it behind”. 

The player gets to feel exactly how calming his voice can be in the absolute worst of                 

situations, and not only does this communicate how Dillion was the one to help Senua               

overcome the worst times of her psychosis, it also helps the player form an incredible bond                

with Dillion as a character. 

Moving in the dark - physically and psychologically - only guided by the one voice that Senua                 

considers pure, quickly becomes a powerful gameplay mechanic, and almost summarises           

the entire game’s narrative in a much more compact format. 
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Analysis 

The Magic Door 

Rusch, in her book Making Deep Games (2017), claims that one of the most important               

factors for allegorical video games is to open up a conversation about subjects that the               

consumer would otherwise not have been comfortable engaging with. 

This certainly is true for Silent Hill 2, since what the consumer expected was a story of a man                   

innocently looking for his wife, and what they end up with in the end, is murder. 

The player does likely not see this coming, until the very end, and thus the game has                 

successfully tricked the player into engaging with a fictional story about something they             

might have otherwise never sat through. 

Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice goes about this Magic Door in a much more direct way. The               

game tells the player up front what can be expected in terms of the protagonist suffering                

from psychosis, and much like in the opening scene where the narrative is much more               

obvious than in Silent Hill, the player is much quicker to understand what is actually               

happening. There is no deception involved. However, the game mechanics still replicates            

exactly what they set out to do, and thus it becomes questionable if trickery is at all needed                  

in the first place. Though admittedly, revealing the subject up front will undoubtedly limit the               

consumer base that is willing to engage with the product, and thus the consumers who find                

the subject uncomfortable will never be challenged. 

 

 

Player or Pawn 

The problem with a carefully orchestrated and detailed extended metaphor is that            

information - even if it has a significant outcome for the game or the underlying narrative -                 

will have to initially be kept hidden from the player, as the player will not be aware of the                   

meaning of the metaphor until the very end. This can leave the player feeling unfairly               

treated. 

 

“Despite the cleverness of the trick, it was still a trick, and I felt tricked               

by it. The forced identification between me and James by the game’s            
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system made me feel like a pawn, like my intentions as a player didn’t              

count.” - Rusch, 2009. 

 

This does not only count for the narrative, but also for certain game mechanics that only                

makes sense when put into context of the final, unpacked story. While these mechanics are               

experienced in real time, they can feel unfair, and even turn players off from the experience. 

The perfect example of this is the Dark Rot mechanic in Hellblade, - explicitly telling players                

that they would lose their progress if they failed consistently - which scared players off,               

despite being a bluff. 

Another example brought up by Rusch is how looking at certain objects or journal entries in                

Silent Hill will trigger specific endings. However, since the player is not aware of James’               

secret personality and past, these objects seem pointless, the actions and outcomes seem             

random, and thus the player is left feeling like a pawn, robbed for their agency. 

 

 

Can you play the game without understanding the allegory? 

Angus Fletcher claims that the literal levels of allegories should ideally have the capability to               

be understood fully, no matter if the consumer decides to analyse the story or not. (Fletcher,                

1964). 

While the town of Silent Hill can be considered a physical place that morphs itself to fit the                  

psyche of its subjects, some authors (Rusch, 2009) go even further and suggest that the               

entire narrative of the game is actually one long therapy session, taking place in James’               

mind. However, no matter how deep you chose to go into the metaphorical level of the story,                 

the game maintains its logical integrity. For some consumers, the explanation that James             

killed his wife might be more than enough closure (Rusch, 2009), while others will prefer               

digging deeper. 

The same counts for the mechanics: The combat, the traversal, and the inventory             

management works fine in accordance with basic game theory, never straying far in terms of               

experimental or absurd mechanics, and the complex soundscape works brilliantly as a            

generic survival horror soundtrack, even if it is never connected to being followed by inner               

demons, or being watched by James’ own guilt embodied. 

Since the game offers a concrete explanation for the main mystery in the end - no matter                 

which of the three serious endings the player has earned - the player is left mostly satisfied,                 

despite some questions being left unanswered. 
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Hellblade, however, goes against Fletcher’s ideal, as it presents its ending quite differently. 

There is no concrete explanation in the end, and therefore the player is forced to apply their                 

own metaphorical reading onto the game’s narrative for it to make sense. Hellblade             

demands that the player attempts to see the underlying allegory. 

What becomes interesting to answer, then, is whether or not Fletcher’s claim is important              

within the medium of video games. Since the argument can be made, that the interactive               

gameplay and the moment-to-moment experience is equally - if not more - important than              

narrative, is it then fair to say that the narrative can demand the group of players who do pay                   

attention, to also be critically and analytically aware? 

If experienced in isolation, the logic of the combat mechanics of Hellblade holds up, even if                

the notion of all metaphors is completely ignored. The traversal and some of the very               

abstract puzzles may be harder to swallow, but the player can still navigate the challenges               

fine. And thus, one can make the argument that the game still functions as a wholesome                

experience, no matter if the narrative becomes clear in the end, or not. 

 

Another possible standpoint is that gameplay mechanics do a good job at conveying the              

underlying narrative on their own. The players do not necessarily have to pay attention to the                

concealed story in order to be touched by its meaning. A subtle communication of the               

underlying point may take place either way, simply through interactivity. 

If this is the case then an interactive experience catering to emotions alone might very well                

be a new form or subgenre of the allegorical mode altogether. 
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Conclusion 
This paper has pinpointed certain tendencies common when using allegory as a narrative             

tool, namely the two individual layers of each story, their ability to be read only superficially,                

and the use of the Magic Door. 

The paper then looked at individual gameplay mechanics in Konami’s Silent Hill 2 and Ninja               

Theory’s Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice, with the intention of examining how these games            

express their allegorical narrative through gameplay mechanics. 

 

Many things that both Silent Hill 2 and Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice does, could have been               

conveyed equally through film or in a written format. Yet, both games manage to incorporate               

the interactive aspect of their design in a meaningful way and tie them in with the underlying                 

narrative. 

Without the mechanic of recognising patterns in Hellblade, the protagonist’s psychosis would            

have to be re-written to a different format. The same goes for how the player undergoes the                 

feeling of purging personal evil through interactive combat mechanics and confrontations in            

both games. 

 

While there are things to consider when dragging unknowing players through a Magic Door -               

namely that they may end up feeling like a pawn rather than a player, and that there is a risk                    

of imposing a feeling of being tricked - the allegorical tool utilized in the video game medium                 

can indeed be used to compel consumers to deal with difficult subjects they might otherwise               

not have been willing to deal with. 

 

Both Silent Hill 2 and Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice successfully treat the gameplay            

mechanics as an important part of the allegory that is being told, and the interactivity               

supports the underlying narrative in a way that other media would not be able to do in an                  

identical way. 
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Appendix 

Allegorical Gameplay: Game Analysis. 

These texts are a companion-study to the thesis Allegorical Video Games. 

The texts contain paragraphs and points that have already been presented within the thesis itself. However, since                 

the analyses were too comprehensive to be included in their entirety in the original text, they have been added in                    

their full format here. 

 

 

The following games have been analysed using a player-centric approach. The analyses            

consider player input, and the emotional response said input would provoke. It likewise             

considers the use of sound and other dramatic elements, when judging the mood of the               

player. 

Furthermore, the analysis connects the gameplay to the over branching narrative, in order to              

pinpoint whether or not the mood and the actions of the player is in line with the metaphor                  

the game is striving to convey at the exact moment. 

 

Since the analyses have a strong focus on gameplay mechanics and game feel, they will, as                

a result, omit large parts of the game narrative, as this is not the main focus of the paper. 

The analyses will also not necessarily discuss the game narrative chronologically. 
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Silent Hill 2: Analysis 

 

This analysis considers Silent Hill 2 as a stand-alone piece of work independent of the               

previous or subsequent titles in the Silent Hill series. Despite being aware of contextual              

connections between the games and other media, these details have been left out of this               

analysis for the sake of simplicity. 
 

Introduction and Context 
Silent Hill 2 was developed in Japan by a group of developers known as Team Silent,                

working at Konami. Team Silent includes director Masashi Tsuboyama, art director and            

creature designer Masahiro Ito, and sound director Akira Yamaoka, amongst others. 

The game was released in 2001, and despite having to endure a constant comparison to               

Capcom’s Resident Evil (1996) it soon made a name for itself amongst horror fans both in                

the east and the west, due to it’s much more subtle, slow-burning kind of horror. (Parron,                

2012) 

 

The game features protagonist James Sunderland, who - after receiving a letter from his              

deceased wife - travels to the town of Silent Hill, where he believes she might be waiting for                  

him. Soon, the fog-filled town fills with monsters, and James must fight and flee his way                

through the narrow streets and corridors of the town, to find out the truth. 

 

 

The long descent / A portal to another world 
The absolute first thing the game has the player do is to manually run the painstakingly long                 

route from the parking lot seen in the intro sequence of the game, down to the town itself by                   

foot. This odd introduction easily takes the player 5 minutes of non-eventful traversal, and it               

does at first glance not seem to have any significance whatsoever. It feels long-winded.              

Boring, even. But the game soon hints at something being amiss: 

Several times during this lengthy journey, the environment warns the character not to go:              

First in the form of ominous sounds of feral dogs emerging from the dense woods, then the                 

encounter with another character, Angela, who directly tells the protagonist that it is             

dangerous to go any further, and finally several warning signs posted on wire fence doors               

and barriers stating “Danger Keep Out”. 

And yet, James - and the player - proceeds. 
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Warning signs on the path to Silent Hill. 

 

This long descent full of warning can be viewed as a metaphor for crossing into a separate                 

world. Exactly like the wardrobe in Narnia (Lewis, 2004), or the wall on platform 9 ¾ in the                  

Harry Potter series (Rowling, 1997), James undergoes a physical change of scenery that             

transports him from the real world, into a world of fantasy. 

 

This same mechanic of traversal can be seen again later in the game, this time much more                 

obvious, as a seemingly normal staircase suddenly stretches many hundred metres - This             

time, representing a descent to something much more sinister. 

The symbolism of James constantly moving down, going deeper and deeper into the ground              

each time - eventually literally jumping down into his own grave towards the climax of the                

game - undoubtedly symbolises his descent into hell, whether literal or mental. 
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James Sunderland faced with his own grave. 

 

In contrast, the ending of the game has James doing the exact opposite. As he finds                

salvation, the player is tasked with ascending up a surprisingly long staircase, moving             

towards the heavens, as James leaves the dark, hellish world behind, and returns to the real                

world. 

 

By having the player physically undertake this metaphorical journey, this ultimately leaves            

the decision whether to push on or not to the person playing. 

The eerie nature of traversing architecture that does not make any logical sense - supported               

by a gritty visual and an unsettling soundscape - communicates to the player that something               

sinister is happening behind the scenes. 

As to where the descent seemed pointless and a bit odd the first time around, the same                 

mechanic soon becomes one of the most unsettling things about the game, as it makes               

clearer that things are only getting worse. Likewise, the ascent in the end signals a sense of                 

relief and empowerment. 

The connection that is made with the protagonist is quite astonishing, as it feels as if he and                  

the player is travelling together, left to experience the same fate, simply by making the player                

move the joystick for these lengthy passages between the real and horrific world. 

 

 

Blinded by the fog 
The game takes place almost exclusively in an environment where the player cannot see              

very far ahead. Whether this is due to odd, locked camera angles, narrow hallways, the grey                

fog of daylight, or the dense darkness of the otherworld, the player spends most of the game                 
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with limited and awkward vision. 

This mechanic conceals potential enemies from the player, providing a much shorter            

warning, and thus requires the player to have a much quicker reaction time in order to stay                 

safe. It also provokes a feeling of being lost, and the player is much more likely to get turned                   

around. 

This mechanic helps to communicate the metaphor of James’ amnesia and clouded mind             

when it comes to his past and the crimes he has committed. 

 

This is where the map becomes incredibly important. However, several areas do not provide              

the player with a map, and these areas are by far the most stressful sequences within the                 

game. The lack of direction in an already confusing setting leaves the player feeling              

vulnerable and nervous that they have missed out on something important, as the many              

rooms, nooks and crannies soon become too vast to memorise. 

 

 

 
A newly found map of the first floor of Brookhaven Hospital. 

 

The player is tasked with finding their own map for every single area. If the player fails to do                   

so, they will be left to stumble around blindly. While this may be a simple design decision to                  

maintain realism, it is possibly also a metaphor for how James must find a way through the                 

darkness, before he can uncover his own truth. 

Once the map is found, there is a sense of relief and pride. 
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Thank god, something didn’t happen! 
In conjunction with the map: One curious use of tension within the game is utilised when the                 

player is provided with a completely overwhelming map containing countless rooms and            

unmarked doors. The player will run down long hallways, and try the doors one by one. Most                 

of these will be inaccessible. 

The sense of relief that comes with finding a door unopenable, or finding an environment               

unchanged - the sense that at least nothing changed for the worse - is undeniable. 

This sense of relief that a confrontation has been avoided might signify James’ own              

unwillingness to confront his own inner demons. It may be a metaphor for being unwilling to                

move on and for how it is favourable for him to stay in a horrible reality because at least he                    

will then not have to face something much much worse. 

The player feels this same relief in their core: It is much better to stay in an environment you                   

know than to face the unknown of what is to come. 

 

 

Maria 

At one point in the game, the player is provided with a companion. The narrative stresses                

how much she resembles James’ dead wife. James even states that “you [Maria] could be               

her twin!”. 

Maria will follow James, as the player navigates the game world, and if the player happens                

to bump into her, she reacts violently with a surprised gasp and quite large movements of                

distress. 

The emotional response this provokes in the player is quite surprising. As you see this               

innocent woman who has asked for your protection react negatively, there is a sense of guilt                

and disappointment in James’ actions. This is not to be confused with Maria being a               

character of weak or victimised traits. On the contrary, she is designed with plenty of grit and                 

strength. 

It is very possible that the development team provided the player with an exact replica of                

James’ wife for the player to bond with since this not only provides the player with an                 

emotional connection to a character that will never make an actual appearance in the game               

but also warns the player ahead of time that James is indeed capable of hurting another                

person, whether intentional or not. 
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For the player to feel the strength that lies behind James’ movements as he hurts someone                

else, becomes very important to the narrative conclusion, as the game draws to a close. 

Another important detail to note is that the player does have the option to kill Maria, but this                  

will end the game immediately. This likely has to do with James committing the horrible act                

of murder once again - this time not on his wife, but on an exact replica of her. And as a                     

result, the narrative would naturally come to an end, as James realise what he is capable of                 

ahead of time. 

 

 

A sense of being followed 

The soundscape presented within the game often features breathing and alien footsteps that             

does not belong to James or Maria. This happens, even when there are no other entities on                 

the screen. 

The very humanoid noises bring up a sense of someone else being around, despite them               

never being directly featured on the screen. After a while, the sound begins triggering              

paranoia, as if the player is being watched or followed. 

As the noise appears, the player feels the eerie sense of panic, and there is an incredible                 

need to move on quickly and get away. 

Do these noises represent James’ real-life fear of the crime he committed finally catching up               

with him? And is the sound of breathing a metaphor for his paranoia outside of Silent Hill, as                  

he hides from both authority, and his own conscience? 

 

 

Facing demons head on 

It is no secret that the monsters of Silent Hill represent James’ inner turmoil. The monsters                

are his pain and flaws embodied. (Perron, 2012; Kirkland, 2015; Rusch, 2009). 

But while this conclusion is mostly made from a narrative perspective, analysing the visual              

design and James’ past, one gameplay-centric metaphor becomes very important: This has            

to do with the way the game builds up tension, and eventually traps the player in a boss                  

battle, where they have to fight for survival head on. At this moment there is no more running                  

away, and the player will have to kill the monster or perish. 

 

“[C]limactic boss battles suggests a therapeutic process whereby        

distressing memories take physical form, are confronted, and        

destroyed. The player participates in such processes, battling these         
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inner demons on the protagonist’s behalf, vanquishing these        

manifestations of their guilt, trauma, and personal conflict.” (Kirkland,         

2015, p. 164) 

 

As James defeats the monsters one by one, his past is resolved. Unlike a narrative analysis                

of visuals or story, this mechanic lets the player partake directly in the actual purging of                

James’ demons. 

The player feels the same tension and the same fright as James does, and as James pulls                 

the trigger, so does the player. The outcome of the confrontation is completely determined              

by the player input, and so it is the player’s abilities and decisions that ensure whether or not                  

James is able to survive the direct confrontation with his past. 
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Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice: Analysis 

 

Introduction and Context 
Hellblade Senua’s Sacrifice is a game created by the then independent British game studio              

Ninja Theory and released in 2017. 

The studio’s goal with Hellblade’s art direction was to replicate the experience of suffering              

from psychosis. This is confirmed in the game’s own opening screen, as it states: 

 

“Warning: This game contains representations of psychosis. People        

with experience of psychosis as well as professionals in psychiatry          

have assisted in these depictions.” 

 

The game’s website likewise links directly to sources that can provide help to people              

suffering from these conditions themselves. ( https://hellbladehelp.info/ ) 

 

 

Entering another world 
The opening sequence of Hellblade depicts the protagonist, Senua, as she arrives at a              

mystical new land. As soon as she steps foot onto this new place, the severed head she                 

carries with her - the head of the deceased lover, Dillion - begins to talk. 

This opening journey represents Senua entering into a different world - magical and strange              

- where anything can happen. 

The voices in Senua’s head likewise informs the player of this place being “not safe” and that                 

there is “no turning back” if she proceeds. 

 

Soon, the character model of Senua backs this unease up, by acting jittery and looking               

around the surroundings in fright, as if she hears things around her. This instantly puts the                

player on edge and communicates that this new environment is a force in itself that cannot                

be trusted. 

 

 

Senua’s Psychosis as a vessel for storytelling 
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The designers’ choice to provide Senua with psychosis, is completely essential for telling the              

story. It is through her delusions that the world is possible. 

As the player will come to realise, the world she has travelled to - or everything that happens                  

within it - is a fragment of her own mind. It is through her own elaborate fantasy-world of                  

suffering we are able to experience the pain surrounding her lover’s death. 

The psychosis becomes the vessel through which the story can be told. 

 

 

Uncovering the Runes 
Throughout the game, the player is tasked with finding runes depicted in shadows or              

elsewhere in the environment. 

 

 

 
Finding a Norse rune in shadows on a stone wall. 
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Seeing patterns and symbols that other people do not, is a known side effect of a certain                 

kind of psychosis (NHS, 2016; Takahashi, 2017), and this once again points to the fact that                

the game world is a place made up by Senua’s mind. 

This becomes especially apparent, as finding the runes will have nonsensical effects, such             

as unlocking a heavy door or revealing new passages that were blocked beforehand. In a               

real world, seeing a symbol on a wall would never accomplish any physical outcome.              

However, since Senua is the master of her own world, this becomes possible. 

 

 

Illusions 
The same impossible manipulation of the environment happens, as Senua encounters the            

enemy of Valravn. From then on out, she is able to piece together broken bits of the world,                  

as she aligns floating pictures together in her mind. This will repair a broken bridge or open a                  

new passageway. By repairing and altering the environment, the player can progress. 

This is once again a game mechanic that perfectly illustrates the underlying narrative of her               

psychosis. But it is also likely a metaphor of her piecing her shattered mind together again,                

as she goes through the grief of having lost Dillion. 

 

 

Haunted by Darkness 
The first mechanic the player will encounter is a small sequence in which Senua is haunted                

by “the Darkness”. The voices yell in the player’s ear to run, and as you do so the screen                   

turns distorted and the soundscape warps. If you stop for long enough, Senua will fall to the                 

ground screaming, and the game will set back your progress. 

This mechanic is encountered multiple times, in slightly different variations throughout the            

game. 

In one of Dillion’s warrior trials, where the player must search for symbols on the walls, the                 

mechanic is reintroduced as an unknown fiery creature that chases the player around             

mercilessly. And later, the darkness takes on the physical form of the monster, Garm, that               

has Senua sprinting between spots of light within the environment. 
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The Darkness materialised as the monster Garm, which Senua must face head-on. 

 

The mechanic of running from an unseen force imposes a feeling of vulnerability, as one               

single wrong move can result in Senua falling to the ground, screaming. 

This mechanic becomes especially dire as certain areas of the level feature patches of deep               

water that will slow Senua down significantly in her traversal, only heightening the sense of               

panic and urgency as she struggles. 

 

 

Metaphorical Deaths 
Early in the game, the player is told that “Only the dead may cross the bridge to Helheim”. In                   

other words, Senua will need to be dead, in order to travel to where she needs to be. 

Soon after this information is given, Senua is killed in an introductory battle, that is designed                

in a way that it cannot be won by the player. 

After the battle, Senua approaches her own slain corpse on the ground, and yet, she is still                 

alive. Later in the game, the voices can be heard stating that “Senua has died three times                 

before”. 

What is referred to, is metaphorical deaths: The death of “self”, not physical death. 

As the voices describe it: 

 

“Have you ever died before? It is a serious question. When the self             

shatters, you simply cease to be.” 
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The first battle, and the dark rot 
The very first combat-situation the player encounters happens suddenly, without warning,           

and without any teaching of the mechanics or controls beforehand. It takes the player off               

guard, and provoke a feeling of helplessness and vulnerability; like the adventure is already              

way out of hand, before it has even begun. 

It makes the environment seem scary and unpredictable and sets the tone as hostile and               

relentless for the rest of the game. 

Even when the player becomes aware of the controls, and learns to fight, the battles still                

seem eternal, as the number of enemies appearing is completely unpredictable. 

This provokes a feeling, that there is nothing that you as a player can do to stop what is                   

happening, and that the outcome of the fight is already determined. 

 

The size difference between the enemies and Senua makes her seem small. The fights reek               

of fighting against impossible odds. 

Furthermore, the way she fights is painful and full of despair: Tossing herself around, crying,               

growling, screaming. The amount of emotion displayed in the fighting signifies that these             

battles are more than just physical. 

 

 

Every door holds a fight 
Most of the gates between levels within the game will have Senua encounter enemies before               

she can interact with it, or pass through it. 

Assuming that the confrontations within the game world are a product of her own mind and                

that the darkness and all of its monsters is something she has created to represent her own                 

struggle, it is very likely that the fights before progress signal her own inability to move                

forward. For every single time she wants to progress, or change, she has to fight a bit of                  

herself, as she tries to stop herself from improving. 

Typically, when she enters the fight, the environment around her is dark and unpleasant.              

The soundscape is heavy and unnerving. But once the fight is over, the environment turns               

bright and birds can even be heard chirping. 

Once again, the game poses a change in the environment that is impossible: It is provoked                

only by Senua’s mind and experiences. 

The victory leaves the player feeling accomplished and safe as if they have rid the               

environment of evil. There is a cathartic sensation of accomplishment. 

The exact same brightness happens after boss battles. 
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The Focus Mechanic 
One interesting mechanic in the game is the focus mechanic. 

As Senua fights, she can slow down the battle and for a brief moment, she can become                 

much stronger than she was previously. As she focuses, time and space are warped around               

her, and the enemies turn weak. 

This mechanic is a perfect metaphor for Senua momentarily gaining more control over her              

delusions, as she can make herself stronger in comparison to her own made up demons. 

 

 

Dillion 
Dillion represents what Senua believes is still good in her. He represents love and salvation. 

The game has the player chase Dillion around as part of navigating the environment, but               

Senua is never quite able to catch up, and this causes the voices in her head to yell                  

self-loathing at her. 

 

 
Following Dillion. 

 

This situation likely represents the guilt Senua carries, as she is chasing a memory she feels                

unworthy of. This is later confirmed, as she has to prove herself worthy of Dillion’s favour                

(made physical the sword of Gramr) by completing the four warrior trials. Until she does so,                

the sword burns her horribly, since she considers herself unworthy. 
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Chasing after him blindly may also signify her denial, as she keeps holding on to the thought                 

of a love that is already dead and gone. 

Thirdly, Dillion represents hope. As Senua moves towards him, she regains her strength,             

despite having been in bad shape before. She goes from barely standing to running in no                

time, as the thought of Dillion motivates her to follow him. 

This sequence makes the player root for her, as they want the voices’ self-loathing to quiet                

down. The hope is contagious, as the player character can be felt getting stronger and               

stronger, and it feels like a second wind - almost as if death has been cheated. 

 

 

Being Guided through the Darkness 
In one of the warrior trial, Senua is left blind. What is interesting about this sequence, in                 

particular, is how the voices quiet down for the first time in the game. Instead, Senua is left                  

with the voice of Dillion as the only thing to guide her. 

All around her, there are horrible, pulsating monsters moving in the dark. Though, since              

Senua is completely blind, the player can assume that this is what she imagines the               

surrounding beings to look like when they, in reality, could be anything. 

Dillion guides her, but the words he uses are quite significant: “Leave it behind, and keep                

moving forward.” 

This level likely signifies how Dillion helped her overcome the darkest parts of her psychosis. 

The player gets to feel exactly how calming his voice can be in the absolute worst of                 

situations, and this forms an incredible bond between the player and Dillion as a character. 

 

 

 

Swapping between two worlds 
In another warrior trial, Senua has the option to swap between a very clear world of light and                  

darkness. 

The light is comfortable, and the player feels at ease. Yet, sometimes it is necessary to give                 

up the light in favour of the darkness, in order to progress. 
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The final battle 
In the final battle, Senua gains the ultimate power. She can strike down foes with just a few                  

blows, and they can never keep her down. The number of enemies in this battle is absurd,                 

and yet they pose no big threat. 

As this happens - mixed with an empowering soundscape - the player feels completely in               

control, and as if they have finally mastered the dark world around them. 

This is only broken off, as one of the voices whisper: “Let go of your battle. You don’t have                   

to fight anymore.” 

As this happens, Senua is struck to the ground and undergoes yet another metaphorical              

death. 

However, this is not a defeat, as it rewards the player with the ending of the game. 

 

As Senua passes through the seven stages of grief (Dryden-Edwards, 2018), symbolising            

her entire journey in a singular minute, she finally lets Dillion go, and returns to the real                 

world. 
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